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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to offer a formal semantic analysis of generic terms in toponyms (e.g. square in

Trafalgar Square). The analysis builds on multi-source big data. Data are collected from multiple textual

sources (corpora, LLMs, ConversationalAI based on LLMs, and dictionaries): the size aims to cover a

statistically significant portion. One Italian generic term, piazza ‘square’, is used as a benchmark for the

analysis due to its widespread usage and consequent semantic flexibility. The formal analysis integrates

a variant of first order predicate logic, Discourse Representation Theory, with a frame semantics-based

analysis distinguishing context-sensitive uses of words (i.e. general, specialised, technical term uses). It

shows that different uses of piazza may correspond to semantically related structured formulae. Their

content can thus be compared via the definition of a semantic overlap function. The paper concludes by

discussing consequences for a semantic theory of generic terms and toponyms.
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1. Introduction

Geographic Information Science (GIS) has studied the conceptual and linguistic properties of

place names or, alternatively, toponyms from a variety of perspectives. Several studies analyse

toponyms’ grammatical properties and their internal composition [1, 2], their identification/re-

trieval in texts [3, 4], and disambiguation in context [5, 6]. Most studies, however, study

toponyms’ potential content, and mostly follow two strands of research: the psychological/con-

ceptual and the semantic strands. Both strands are centred on the notion of place: geographical

entities that agents can imbue with emotional, cognitive and social content [7, 8]. These strands

take different but related approaches to the constituting elements of this content, and to which

aspects of cognition they belong. These theoretical differences can be summarised as follows.

Psychologically oriented works focus on how toponyms can convey non-linguistic and

subjective concepts about specific places (e.g. a city such as Rome) and kinds of places (e.g. cities)

[9, 10]. They often propose that places correspond to complex mental/cognitive representations,
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only partially amenable to formalisation (cf. the ample discussion in [11]). Instead, semantically

oriented works focus on the linguistic content of toponyms [12, 13], e.g. under which conditions

toponyms and their constituents (e.g. square in Trafalgar Square) can describe place types [14].

Such formalizations are implementable in formal ontologies, usually via variants of first order

logic (e.g. DOLCE, formal concept analysis [15]). Instead, psychological approaches permit

researchers to model place concepts in a flexible manner via the use of facets, mental features

representing mind-external but agent-oriented aspects of places [16, 17].

Computationally-driven GIS models have integrated these strands via two key steps [18, 19].

First, one defines the facets identifying places by extracting place descriptions from texts (e.g.

the facet ’beautiful’ for London, from a TripAdvisor review). Second, one adopts an ontological

commitment: place concepts represent objects that occupy locations in which events can occur,

and they are defined via facets. The linguistically oriented [20] offers a formalisation of place

concepts so defined via Discourse Representation Theory, a variant of first order logic (DRT:

[21, 22]). Place concepts combine dynamic variables ( or referents) belonging to various semantic

types, and conditions/facets individuating these referents. The proposal suggests that toponyms

are unique linguistic labels for place concepts, and thus integrates psychological, ontological

and semantic models of place concepts into one framework (cf. also [23]).

The recent [24] shows that content and context of use for toponyms systematically correlate.

The proposal follows terminology studies and suggests that words can have at least three

context-driven uses (cf. also [25, 26]). In the general use, agents use words in a non-qualified

manner (e.g. cat in daily chats). In the specialised use, agents use words often in situation-specific

manners (e.g. cat in a zoology lecture). In the (technical) term use, agents associate words’

content with necessary and sufficient conditions of use, based on a given set of texts (e.g. cat
used in pedigree evaluation documents). The proposal suggests that generic terms in toponyms

(e.g. alley) can have each of these three uses, offering corpus- and dictionary-based evidence

in support. The proposal formalises these uses via a frame semantics approach ([27, 28]), and

shows that uses share some content: they stand in a semantic overlap relation.

Our goal in this paper is to integrate these proposals into a unified model. Empirically, we

analyse different textual sources of increasingly restricted use: corpora, LLMs and Conver-

sationalAI based on LLMs for general use; wikipedia articles for specialised uses; technical

dictionaries for term uses. We focus on the Italian generic term piazza ’square’ because Italian

offers a wealth of textual sources for data extraction, and Italian toponyms are well-studied

([29, 30]), but lack formal semantic analyses.
1

We derive facets’ sets corresponding for each use

in the selected sources. Theoretically, we test the unified model by showing how the uses of

piazza can overlap in their content. We conclude by discussing consequences for a theory of

toponyms’ conceptual/semantic content.

2. Data retrieval

Our methodology is summarized in flowchart 1 and explains how the different sources determine

the data for the analysis. The type of data we analyse are naturally occurring sentences in

1

Toponyms can include various types of generic terms, some of them not having spatial/platial content (e.g. new in

New South Wales). We leave an analysis of these cases for future research.
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Figure 1: Flowchart: After selecting words/terms, we retrieved data from different sources in an

automated manner. We then proceeded with the human validation and semantic analysis steps. The

details of the data extraction process and the semantic analysis are provided in the running text.

corpora, Large-Language Models (LLMs), conversational AI, wikipedia articles, and dictionary

entries. From these sentences, we extract toponyms including piazza and analyse their content

via co-occurring adjectives and nouns (e.g. grande ’big’, duomo ’cathedral’). Before we offer the

results, we present the formal properties of each source.
2

Corpora: We first explore how the term piazza is used in corpora, as they offer naturally

occurring examples for general uses. Building on [24], we rely on large-scale corpora: we have

decided to cross two types of web-based datasets for Italian, the corpus Paisà ([31], ca. 250

millions tokens) and news, as the corpus Repubblica ([32], ca. 325 millions tokens). Both corpora

allow good accessibility for data extraction. We queried both platforms
3

and downloaded the

queried results as .txt files listing sentences including piazza (respectively, 24,076 sentences for

Paisà; 77,586 Repubblica). We then ran a python script first introduced in [24] to automatically

find collocations. We thus explored the metrics of the Pointwise Mutual Information [33] that

maps semantic relations between target words and words collocating with them [34, 35].

We removed common words in lower cases to remove noise (e.g. piazza used as a form of

the verb piazzare ’to place’), false positive tokens (e.g. the family name Cavour, which often

occurs in the toponym Piazza Cavour and commemorates the first Prime Minister of Italy), and

unrelated uses due to polysemy (e.g. piazza affari ’business square’, the name of Milan’s stock

market and not a literal square). Following [24], for the specialized uses we explored wikipedia

pages focusing on squares and thus including the target word piazza. We ran a scraped content

from 1000 pages with at least one occurrence of piazza in the text and created a .txt file, which

is then analyzed similarly to the previous datasets.

LLM and Conversational-AI based on LLM: Large Language Models (LLMs) can be used in

the automatic retrieval of semantic content of toponyms. Recent studies indicate that language

models (e.g. Neural Networks and LLMs, see [36] for a definition) demonstrate proficiency in

various linguistic tasks [37], although we have mixed findings regarding their encoded semantic

knowledge [38]. We investigate transformer-based language models through fill-masking, a

2

All materials (scripts, outputs) are available at the following link: https://github.com/samo-g/piazza
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Paisà: https://www.corpusitaliano.it/ (last access 17.01.2024);

Repubblica: https://bellatrix.sslmit.unibo.it/noske/public/#dashboard?corpname=repubblica (last access 17.01.2024)



task involving masking an n-gram (word) in a devised ex-novo sentence and prompting the

model to predict suitable replacements for the masked region. The prompting aims to retrieve

specific part-of-speech elements (i.e. noun, adjective, verbs): for instance, questa piazza è molto
[MASK] ’this square is very [MASK]’ is one of the inputs to retrieve adjectives [39].

The model outputs a probability score, where higher values signify a greater likelihood of a

given n-gram being appropriate in a particular sentence. We interpret higher probabilities as

indicative of stronger semantic associations, suggesting that a word is more likely to convey the

intended meaning in the context of a sentence. Specifically, we employed the transformer-based

language model dbmdz/bert-base-italian-uncased.
4

The training set also contains wikipedia

dump, but the heterogeneous nature of the corpus lead us to consider the results are equivalent

to general use. We analyzed the output consisting of 120 datapoints and their score.

Finally, in the spirit of [40], we aimed to interact with Chat-GPT 3.5 (last access 17.01.2024;

[41], [42] inter alia; see an overview and critical discussions in [43]) in a series of "functional"

interactions, i.e. extremely general questions with functional elements as bare interrogatives

and auxiliaries, e.g. Cosa è una piazza? ’what’s a square?’ or cosa posso fare in una piazza
in Italia? ’what can I do in a square, in Italy?’. All interactions were in standard Italian. We

considered all the interactions with Chat-GPT as general use. We analysed the outputs of the

conversational AI as a corpus [44], for a total of 1,489 tokens.

Dictionaries: Supported by previous cross-linguistic literature [45], we retrieved the defini-

tion offered by the dictionary Treccani
5
. We chose this typology of definition, since it sheds

light on the the social functions of the term piazza.

In table 1 we list all the retrieved items: we assume that they describe facets of content

associated with square and contextualised to a given source/use (corpora for general uses).

3. Analysis

We assume that toponyms are a sub-type of proper names, and thus of phrasal coordinated

compounds [46, 47]. Italian toponyms including piazza as a generic term are thus the combina-

tion of a generic and a specific term (i.e. Piazza Cavour includes generic Piazza and specific

Cavour). The semantic content of toponyms corresponds to the combined content of generic and

specific terms, plus the naming/etymological relation connecting these terms. In the previous

section, we have shown that generic terms minimally contribute lists/sets of features that can

describe place types (here, squares). Specific terms introduce reference to entities, locations or

historical/cultural events that are commemorated via a given toponym (e.g. Cavour being the

surname of the Italian prime minister to which the square is dedicated).

In order to pursue a unitary representation of grammatical form and content, [20] uses DRT

as formal framework. In DRT, the content of linguistic units (from morphemes to discourses) is

represented via Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs), a variant of formulae of first order

logic [21, 22]. DRSs pair a set of referents (the universe of discourse) with conditions (properties,

relations) individuating these references. The dynamic status of referents hinges on their use in

the building of DRSs, as we show via the DRSs in Fig. 2.

4

https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-base-italian-uncased (last access, 24.01.2024; 13GB and 2,050,057,573 tokens).
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(https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/piazza_%28Enciclopedia-Italiana%29/, last access 20.01.2024.



Source word and gloss/ facet
General

Corpora ampia ’wide’, antica ’ancient’, bella/bellissima ’beautiful/very beautiful’, cattedrale
’cathedral’, castello ’castle’, celebre ’celebrated’, centralissima ’very central’, cin-
quecentesca ’from the 1500s’, commerciale ’commercial’, conosciuta ’known’, de-
serta ’deserted’, ducale ’ducal’, duomo ’cathedral’, elegante ’elegant’, eroi ’heroes’,

famosa ’famous’, grande ’big’, gremita ’crowded’, importante ’important’, invasa
’invaded’, italiana ’Italian’, luminosa ’bright’, magnifica ’magnificent’, medievale/me-
dioevale ’medieval’, mercato ’market’, monumentale ’monumental’, municipio ’city

hall’, museo ’museum’, nostra ’our’, palazzo ’palace’, pedonale ’pedestrian’, per-
correndo ’traversing’, principale ’main’, rinascimentale ’Renaissance’, risorgimento
’resurgence’, stazione ’station’, tranquilla ’quiet’, vuota ’empty’

LLM hotel ’hotel’, chiesa ’church’, statua ’statue’, bella ’beautiful’, tranquilla ’quiet’, grande
’big’, interessante ’interesting’, centrale ’central’, attraente ’attractive’, curata ’well-

kept’, mangiare ’eating’, passeggiare ’walking’, giocare ’playing’, visitare ’visiting’

Chat-GPT 3.5 aperta ’open’, spaziosa ’spacious’, incontro ’meeting’, commerciale ’commercial’,

fontane ’fountains’, monumenti ’monuments’, vita sociale ’social life’, vita culturale
’cultural life’, accessibilità ’accessibility’, spaziosa ’spacious’, mercato ’market’, arte
’art’, gelato ’ice cream’, caffè ’coffee’

Specialized

Wikipedia architettura ’architecture’, fontana ’fountain’, pubblica ’public’, principale ’main’,

alberata ’tree-lined’, importante ’important’, organizzare ’to organize’, quadrangolare
’quadrangular’, municipio ’city hall’

Term Use

Treccani spazio libero ’open space’, delimitato da costruzioni ’delimited by buildings’, funzione
politica ’political function’, funzione religiosa ’religious function’, funzione commer-
ciale ’commercial function’

Table 1
Italian words (and their English glosses) representing facets, sources and use.

A man walks in a park. He whistles.
(Adapted from [21], (16))

x y z t

man’(x)

walk’(x)

in’(x,t)

t:loc’(y)

park’(y)

whistle’(z)

man’(z)

z = x

Sydney
s
𝑜

p
𝜆, 𝑛 = 1

S
𝜑

p:loc’(s)

S’(p) = ⊔ {extension’(p)

number-of-districts’(p)

popularity’(p)

citizens-opinion’(p)}

Figure 2: Examples of DRSs.

The two-sentence discourse in Fig. 2, left side, establishes that there is a man walking in

a park (first sentence) and whistling (second sentence). The referent x represents a walking

man, the referent t represents the park’s location, and the referent y represents the park as a



physical entity occupying this location. The referent z represents a whistling man that, via the

anaphoric nature of pronoun he, co-refers to the walking man introduced in the first sentence.

This identity is dynamically established via the relation z=x, which binds two distinct referents

as representing the same entity. The condition loc’ dynamically binds the referent y for the park

as a physical entity with the location t that this park occupies (i.e. we have t:loc’(y)). Conditions

describing the physical entity (i.e. park’) also describe the corresponding location. Referents

have default existential import: for instance, x and y in the universe of discourse stand short

for ∃𝑥, ∃𝑦. The mental content associated to a discourse can thus be represented as a complex

DRS, by composing together the concepts/DRSs that each word in a discourse contributes.

The content associated to a toponym (here, Sydney) can be represented via the DRS in

Fig. 2, right side. The referent s represents Sydney as a complex yet bounded object (e.g. an

agglomeration of buildings). The condition loc’ maps this object onto a place p: a unique
location for an object (viz. the superscript 𝑛 = 1 for the p referent). The content associated to

this place referent is the (Boolean) join set of conditions in the DRS (e.g. Sydney’s extension

as extension’(p)), represented via the symbol ⊔ (roughly, set union on conditions). Thus,

the semantic content of Sydney corresponds to a complex description of the conditions (i.e.

facets) identifying this city (i.e. we have S’(p)=⊔Facet’𝑛(p)). Referents are assigned to types, i.e.

ontological categories: s belongs to the type 𝑜 of objects, p to the type 𝜆 of locations, and S to

the type 𝜑 of facets (conditions, in DRT). The proposal thus analyses toponyms’ content via

DRSs: conditions represent facets, and referent types represent categories of the ontological

commitment in [19, 20].

The proposal sketches an approach to toponyms’ use in context as being potentially flexible;

however, this implementation remains underdeveloped. The proposal in [24] focuses on this

latter aspect, as we show in Table 2 via the frames for square:

General use Specialized use Term use

[parts:signs]⊔ [function:market]⊔ [place_type:intersection_of_streets] ⊓
[use:pedestrian]⊔ [use:pedestrian]⊔ [use:pedestrian]⊓
[access:open]⊔ [function:commercial]⊔ [parts:grass]⊓
[service:parking]⊔ [type:monumental]⊔ [parts:trees]⊓

ATTRIBUTES = [parts:lamps]⊔ [location:central]⊔ [function:park]⊓
[users:artists]⊔ [location:next_to_buildings]⊓
[etym:commemoration]⊔ [etym:commemoration]⊔ [etym:commemoration]⊓
[commem_entity:battle]⊔ [commem_entity:battle]⊔ [commem_entity:battle]⊓
[C(ontext attributes)]⊔ [C(ontext attributes)]⊔ [C(ontext attributes):

... ... x (e.g., legal context)] ⊓ ...

Table 2
Frame for square, from [24], page 7. The results are restricted to the content extracted for the toponym

Trafalgar Square, for ease of illustration.

The content of toponyms is modelled as attribute-value matrices that represent words’ content

(i.e. the facets describing places that they convey), relativized to their context of use (cf. also

[48, 49, 50, 51, 52]). For instance, [use:pedestrian] and [function:market] in the specialised

vocabulary use (central frame, Table 1) are pairs representing that squares have pedestrian

uses and market functions (i.e. we treat features as values of general attributes). An attribute

representing context- and case-sensitive uses, C, can be used as an open slot for emergent



content in context [53]. The frames in the table are referent-free structures: they do not specify

which referents and corresponding relations form places so defined.

General and specialised uses differ from term uses regarding the properties of their sets of

pairs/facets. General and specialised uses involve join sets of pairs (viz. the symbol ⊔); term

uses involve meet sets of pairs represented via the symbol ⊓. Lists of pairs vary, based on the

facets individuated in context. Furthermore, pairs forming general uses come from distinct

sentences. In one sentence one can use square for a pedestrian place; in another, for a place

used by artists. Specialised uses usually involve longer texts attributing several facets at once to

a place, though these facets are also interpreted disjunctively. Via meet, frames are interpreted

conjunctively: a square is described as having all listed properties necessarily at once.

The unification of the two approaches can be achieved via three steps. We show how this is

the case via the formalisation of piazza in Table 3. We also show how this formalisation extends

to toponyms by offering data based on the semantic analysis of Piazza San Marco, the name of

the famous square in Venice:

General use Specialized use Term use

x
𝑜

p
𝜆

P
𝜑

x
𝑜

p
𝜆

P
𝜑

x
𝑜

p
𝜆

P
𝜑

{p:loc’(x) ⊔ {p:loc’(x) ⊔ {p:loc’(x) ⊓
architecturalpart(𝑝)]⊔ gatheringfunction(𝑝)⊔ buildingspart(𝑝)⊓
pedestrianuse(𝑝)⊔ pedestrianuse(𝑝) openaccess(𝑝)⊓
openaccess(𝑝)⊔ commercialfunction(𝑝)⊔ politicalfunction(𝑝)⊓
leisureservice(𝑝)⊔ monumentaltype(𝑝)⊔ commercialfunction(𝑝)⊓

Facet-set=P= conspart(𝑝)⊔ centrallocation(𝑝)⊔ religiousfunction(𝑝)⊓
touristsusers(𝑝)⊔ next_to_buildingslocation(𝑝)⊓
commemorationetymology(𝑝)⊔ commemetymology(𝑝)⊔ commemetymology(𝑝)⊓
saintcommem_entity(𝑝) ⊔ saintcommem_entity(𝑝)⊔ saintcommem_entity(𝑝)⊓
C(ontext conditions)(p)} C(ontext conditions)(p)} C(ontext conditions)(p) }

Table 3
DRSs/frames for the uses ofPiazza San Marco.

Frames and DRSs become near-equivalent structures via two steps. The first step is the

introduction of referents and their dynamic relations. Each DRS includes the condition p:loc’(x)
as their initial condition/attribute: generic words/terms implicitly refer to places in any context

of use. Therefore, each condition/attribute representing a facet individuates a property of a

place as a unique object in a location. The second step is the introduction of types for conditions.

Conditions represent attribute-value pairs via the format valueattribute(𝑣): a condition corre-

sponds to a value for an attribute as a semantic type, assigned to a referent v. For instance, the

condition gatheringfunction(𝑝) represents the fact that squares can be places where individuals

freely gather for various purposes. Conditions so defined thus also represent the fact that more

abstract facets (as attributes) can have more concrete realisations (i.e. values).

Uses and corresponding DRSs also differ in subtle manners. The left and central DRSs differ

in the conditions they include, but also in how these conditions are computed. Each condition

in the left DRS comes from one sentence providing a token for piazza: again, general uses tend

to focus to one or few facets describing a place. Several of the conditions in the central DRS

however co-occur in one or more texts, e.g. that squares can have gathering and commercial

uses. Specialised uses are such also because they are defined over larger, cohesive bodies of



text(s). Piazza as a technical, generic term corresponds to the right DRS, which includes the

meet of the various facets/conditions describing squares. We can thus represent the content of

generic terms and their contribution of place names (in this case, Piazza San Marco) via DRT

plus conditions on context of use. Again, conditions/facets may also emerge in the contexts of

use of this toponym: in each DRS, The condition C(ontext conditions) represents this possibility.

As [24] also shows, uses can be compared via an overlap semantic relation, ∘. This re-

lation holds when two formal structures 𝐴 and 𝐵 have at least one shared element (here,

condition sets, i.e. 𝐴 ⊓ 𝐵 ̸= ∅), but their union/join forms a different set (i.e. 𝐴 ⊔ 𝐵 =
𝐶). In our case, the set of conditions P’ = piazza_𝑔𝑒𝑛 ∘ piazza_𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 ∘ piazza_𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 =
{p:loc’(x), commemetymology(𝑝), saintcommem_entity(𝑝)} defines those facets that agents ascribe

to Italian piazza San Marco irrespective of the context. The three uses minimally overlap in at

least three facets, respectively: it is a place as a complex referent, it bears a name commemorating

another referent, and this referent is a saint. Specialised and term uses also overlap in describing

this square as having commercial functions (i.e. we have the set P” = piazza𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 ∘ piazza𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 =
{p:loc’(x), commercialfunction(𝑝), commemetymology(𝑝), saintcommem_entity(𝑝)}). More in gen-

eral, uses can overlap in various manners, depending on which facets emerge via these uses.

Our unified model can represent this fact, and thus some agents can use toponyms to describe

the same place in different contexts, and that these uses share some content.

4. Discussion

We believe that two overarching results emerge from our proposal. First, we present an auto-

mated methodology for collecting geolinguistic data from large-scale repositories and LLMs (cf.

[34, 35]). Beyond standard frequency and collocation analyses, we have developed a method to

explore masked modeling and interactions with conversational AI ( cf. [36, 37]). Despite the

challenges in grasping the generalizability of synthetic/simulation-based data retrieved from

LLMs and conversational AI with respect to human results (see [54], but also [55]), the evident

asymmetries underscore their significance as valuable linguistic data. The methodology also

hinges on a multi-source collection of data, thus achieving a broader and more balanced empir-

ical base (cf. [56]). Future studies should focus on developing prompt settings for retrieving

specialized and technical term uses, if feasible.

Second, we present a model that integrates DRT and frame semantics approaches to toponyms

(cf. [20, 24]). This model combines insights from formal semantic models (e.g. [12, 13]),

ontologically committed models (e.g. [18, 19]) and psychologically oriented models (e.g. [10, 16,

17]). Furthermore, this integration can capture different contexts of use (i.e. general, specialised,

term: [25, 26]) by representing their differences in interpretation and content associated to

each use. The model thus achieves several unification goals via a relatively minimal theoretical

apparatus. Future studies should develop further aspects of the theoretical apparatus outlined

in this paper (e.g. places and their ontologies: [57, 58]).

In conclusion, this paper has offered a unified model for the content of toponyms that

combines a DRT account with a frame semantics-based analysis of this content. The resulting

structures, or DRSs, are indexed with respect to three contexts of use (general, specialised,

term), and compared via the definition of a semantic overlap relation. The empirical reach of



the model builds on evidence collected from multiple sources (e.g. corpora, wikipedia articles,

dictionaries) that define these three contexts of use. The unification of "big data" data analysis

with an integrated formal model passes via the analysis of the Italian generic word/term piazza
’square’, and thus can potentially apply to the tens of thousands of toponyms including this

term in this language. The model thus informs research in GIS, but also in toponomastics and

psychology of place, and may possibly be extended in future work.
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